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Regardless Dean Chernoff, its still not right —

•••

Theabout $50-100 less thon residence of Governors of UNB still thinks staff supported said that the
students, if you consider travel that the residences should be run MPHEC must come up with
costs of owning furniture etc. in on a break even basis. They additional funds to pay for the
addition to rent and food. thought that three years ago, and residence mortgage without re-

I feel that residence students the breakeven point seems almost ducing the ove, all grant. Since I
wrote the first draft of the 
editorial, that certainly is what I

Dean Kidd says about my article, 
the off campus students are

J'nnnTl°S'!ag ’^T ! * subsidizing residence students
p my or ic e on e because no part of the mortgage is

residence system actually agrees . . ,_ , , ,
with my main thesis. Despite Dean be'P® P, . ?r m et °'one should be as concerned about this as far away now as it was then.
Chernoff s protestations about eight of twelve months worth. problem os off campus students. It
problems in the budget proce- • don't agree that this initiates |$ my opinion that there is a strong important port of university life. It feel should be done, 
dures, and billings etc., they could confrontation between the two chance that the government will is, however, not an important part Stipulating the typographical 
not and do not change the picture groups of students because it is a holt the practice of using MPHEC of the life of the 70 percent of UNB error, there was no error of fact in
past the tens of thousands mark, situation over which students have grants to support residences, as students who do not live there. It what I wrote. I certainly am glad
The stark naked truth is that no control. I certainly do not has been done in Ontario. If this seems to me that as difficult as it that people care enough to
millions have been poured into the advocate any residence fee does happen, what will happen to will be, something has to be done comment. I hope that I can speak
residence system over the years, increases. Indeed they pay too the residence operation? about the residence deficit. for most students when I say that I

My point is that this is an unjust much. According to the Dean of Regardless of the government’s If the people who commented just hope that a resolution to the 
situation, and in line with what Students, off campus students pay decision on the matter, the Board on my article, which essentially problem will be sought and

expressed no opinions, had read implemented quickly, 
the editorial that week, I would 
have been for more interested in

Dear Editor,

TORONTO (CUP) • The r 
common of all nonprescrlf 
drugs, considering it in all o 
various disguises, is aspirin. It 
be bought in plain or buffi 
effervescent and nonefferves 
combinations with other di 
and in ’specially' FORMULA 
remedies for arthritis and 
matism, colds and depressio 

The big difference among 
myriad brands of aspirin, pla 
buffered, is the price. Aspir 
chemically known as Acel 
cylic acid (ASA). It is effecti'

The residence system is an

Great news not so great
As Always,
J. David Millertheir responses to it.

The editorial which all Brunstradition is not "fundamentalist" and sacrifice for others, the Bible
would be next to rubbish to me.Dear Editor

(l.e.: claiming the primacy of the
Shades of missionoires of Imperial Bible and its literal interpretation) nn^.yh'e‘
"Christendom" spreading the I am disturbed by a trend which ™>t the Bible If the spirit of Christ
saving word to the heathen seems to be "dominating" the was not evident In the lives of
savages of darkest UNB I Christian community at UNB.
"Great N0lw0s"rt8heo,rh1tecam9pus las" li.lraïin,elation oMh.’Vble in the Gospel would be dead print 

another "relevant" here (those who wish to be that Tor me-
simplistic can decide for themsel-

Butt out Leverne !
people, in the love some people
live, the death of Christ described Dear Editor: a letter frôm a 

"Get
ponse to
"desperate" female was, 
yourself raped or something. That 
should fix you up." Comments like 
this should not even be made in 
jest. If such "advice" is meant to 
be entertaining then I seriously 
question the level of journalism 

of that the University newspaper Is

I am deeply offended and just 
plain angry at the "Dear Leverne" 

But, Christ's spirit is thus alive column which appears weekly in 
for me and my religion Is founder the Bruns. Offended, because as a

female trying to "succeed" in this 
blatantly sexist

week, yet
English version of the New

» world. ,=o,
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showed their faith not by citing laughing. Case in point, in last
Gerry Laskey Friday s column, Leverne s

i

PlanKathy Kacer.matter) with a conscience.
As a Christian, however, whose scripture but by living lives of love res-
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CFINNIQ A It It takes one I 
you really thi 
to talk with z 
breaking intc 
convinced tf 
lot better thz 
of corporate 
your face an
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November 12,13 (Fri., Sat.)

SHOW TIMES 9-1 
Doors open 7«30

COME EARLY,

GET A GOOD SEAT !
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